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Maybe not the spectre of revolution but cer:tainly the sor:nd of
bombing haunts Europe, Amer"ika and Japan. The ever:-s1ow and cynical
rundengnoundr is at last beginning to r-ealise that the Ang::ies are
with us fo:: some time. fNK, befor.e its financial co11apse, was
beginning to have a debate about stances and positions on
revorutiona:ry violence. David (rtm an rntennational socialist with
a diffenence) Widge::y had put it about that the Angnies wene
mer"ely part of the lunacy of stale socks Mar"xism, whilst Jake
Pnescott con::ectIy suggested in a pnison l-etter that calling fon a
::evolutionary party as an altennative to sponadic bombing was
eithe:: the beginning on the end but not the meat of the debate.

The neality of the pr"esent is that bombing is he::e to stay -
the lange libenal rit canrt happen henet bnigade will have to
lea::n to live with b::igades of anothe:: sort. Fon in eveny important
rwestennt (this includes Japan) industniar nation ther-e a::e smalr
and la::ge unban guernilla movements. The establishment pness has
gone to great lengths to minimize their: sizeo inpontance, and
effect - but something is happening: me::e nhetonic on blindness
wonft put back together" the forces that ane blasting pieces of
society apant.

What has happened is that fi'om 1968 ther:e has been a massive
r:ise in militant political deviancy. The emergence of the Weathen-
men in the USA, the Red Ar"my Fraction in Genmany, the Angny Bnigade
and the IRA in the UK, the nume::ous groups in Japan, Fnance and
Italy: all testify that there is an increased use of dinect
violence and outrage as a political tactic. The escalation of
political sfi:uggle is he::e: guns and bombs are being used, banks
robbed, diplomats kidnapped, pnisoners fueed (timothy Lea::y and
And::eas Baaden) and fo:: the moment govennments and the establish-
pent press are engaging in tsemantic holding openations I - nobody
is talking.

It was Mn B. Dy1an, a for ces favor:rite of r:adical bombe:.s, who
angued that rto live outside the law you must be honestt - what we
must begin to do is initiate neal debate on the question of
revolutiona::y violence, when it should be usedo unde:: what
conditions is it necessany, what are its objectives? Tactically
the::e is a whole symbolic wo::ld of diffenence between bombing
Bibats (the fashion clothes shop in Kensington) as some fool did
in the UK, and bombing the woments toilets in the Pentagon so
badly that thousands of gallons of water: d::opped thnough onto the
Amenican Ain Fonce computens below, putting them compl-ete1y out of
action and fo::cing the Ain Fo::ce to publicly decl-ane that they had
other: computers and that thankfully they wel:enrt totally dependent
on those that wene dest::oyed. That was a Weathenman action the
other: week. We on the Ieft have to begin to tal-k and argue openly
for" armed and violent i:esistance to opp::ession. Berrradette Devlin,
with all he:: fail-ings, has tnavelled the ::oad fnom left MP to
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prison sentences fo:: th::owing molotovs. Shortly before the Derry
mundens she commented rWerll all be outlaws soonl I Wetl maybe we
will and maybe we wonrt, but whilst concentration camps (inte::nment
if you deal- in euphemisms) have been used by us English in
Nonthern Ineland, and our tl:oops r:nleashed on the populace, while
the tnade unions ane being attacked, and open debate takes place
about how much censonship the BBC can take, maybe we ought to do
the time that is left to do a little bit of hard thinking.

The militant mad bombens wonk fuom varying sets of ideological
positions, some of them not so mad as downright sensible - if yourve
not got a shaky hand. Letrs look at the Weathermen, who maybe are
a little ctazy, but then so is the States, fon every crazy story
you hea:: about the Weathermen can be matched by a mdne honrendous
stony about the nuling c1ass. Not so well reponted was the fact
that duning Nixonfs debate with his White House aides and gener"als
oven what to do about the recent Vietcong successes, one well-
known public figu::e was heand to mutten sevenal times, we ought to
rutke them. (Believed to be a::efenence to nuclean arms.) night on
all those who call Nixon and his ruling clique: Pigs. Off the pig.
Basically the weathermen argue that you donrt have to be a weathen-
man to know which way the wind blows - and itts not just po11uted,
itrs oppressive. Capitalist democnacy minus fnee speech equals
fascism. The essence of fascism is that the r:uling capitalist
class can no longer ::u1e with its old liber"al ideology, thus it
seeks the mil-itarization of labor:r (tnade union 1aws), the opening
up of::epression (any trial just beginning), and the nemoval of
open discussion (p::ess silence or censonship). ftrs in this
situation that the undenground has to become a reality. That some
people deem it necessary to start anmed netal-iation. This is not
a sign of hope on despair", nather it is indicative of a new
inter-national social cnisis. Fon the fi::st time since Hitlen,
universities in every majon countny in the tWestr have sacked and
threatened lectu::e::s. I{hat kind of j.nte::national collapse in
nuling-cIass ideology does it take so that even sections of the
ideologists employed in r:niver:sities are now regarded as dangenous?
Sometfring is happenirrg - and we must begin to analysie what it is.

This issue of Ananchy is a contnibution to such an analysis,
but the wo::k and the debate is or:rs, people in the nadical
movement - it canrt be left to reportage, we have to decide whe::e
we stand on bombing and guennilla wan.

For if nothing else the mene existence of heavy movements
shouLd awaken us to the fact that libenal ideology is going,
polarisation occunning, and this isntt nhetonic but neality: in
every majon lWesternf countr"y thene a::e a::med left gnoups, some
two or thnee hu::dned stnong as in the USA, Japan and Genmanyo
othens smallen but g::owing. The situation which pnoduces this
cannot be taken as CIA pIots, the wonk of c::azies, o:: simply
demonalisation, cos they ar.e he::e to stay. As the special issue of



the us jounnal seartlotts Magazine said when it examined its own
uncherry pie bombe::s, tthe only way to bombpnoof society is to
refonm the system. The altennatives are nep::ession or nevolution,
and pnobably both, and not necessarily in that o:d.en.r !'Ie who ane
nevorutionanies must take this seriously, fon berieve you ne the
nuring elass does. Fon instancq, bombing and bomb threats have
jumped so high in the united states that in L97o a National- Bomb
Data Center was establishedl acco::ding to its ::eponts, between
Janua::y lst 1969 and Apnil l-5th 1970 40 people wene kiIIedr 384
injnr"ed and 22 million dollans worth of damage was d.one in 41330
reported bombings. Nixonrs new crime contnol bill has sections
which pnovide the death penalty fon those convicted of fatal
bombings.

The dangens implicit in militant nadical action ane obvious:
the lapse into the whole rstneet fightingr honky tonk man kind of
image. The exhilanation of causing things to shake ::attle and no1l.
Yet although we have to take up the question of a possible lapseinto the tmiritany er:rort, the glorifieation of all that goes barrg,
without negard to whether: it has been under:stood; there ii also
anothe:: kind of errlon - the non-milita::y argument.

rt must be under.stood that itts an axiom of revolution that to
smash the state nequires criticism plus anms. The gnounds for: the
debate must be when do we arm, who do we attack, how do we pnotect
ounselves? rncidentally, whateve:: the limitations of weathenman
politics, organisationally they ar:e supenb: only thnee arnested and
three blown up fnom a for-ce of at 1east 200.

That the necessary debate wonrt be held in the pness should be
obvious to arr. we must begin to talk as werve never nea11y talked
befone. The most intenesting featune of the Tupamanosr stnuggle is
the govennmentrs censorhip on tenms such as guennilla, and the
r"efusal to carr them by name. The conspinacy of silence ove:: the
bombing question must be b::oken by you and me: we must have
position talks'now. our analysis of rpeoplets chemistnyr can have
only one purpose: namely that we leann how and when to move fuom
the anm of cr"iticism to cniticism by anms.

Hentg Bonny
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As the cl-ass-wa:: hots up, the state incr"eas-
ingly turns its attention to putting down polit-
ical opponents. Legal nepression becomes the
onde:: of the day. The political police are given
a f:ree hand; toughe:: laws ane passed, bllatantly
political charges ]ike rconspi::acyt and rincite-
mentr ane suddenly the ::age, sentencing becomes
mo:re and mone vindictive.

Singled out for special attention is tpublic
enemy number oner - the Angr:y Brigade. The state
has shown it will stop at nothing to find some-
one guilty of belonging to it. Already they have
made a victim of Jake Prescott - although acquit-
ted of actually causing explosions he was con-
victed on a charge of conspiracy to cause
explosions. The evidence against him was incred-
ibly thinn consisting of his having admitted to
addnessing th::ee envelopes without knowing that
they we::e going to be used to post copies of an

Angr^y Brigade conrnunique. For this the judge
sentenced him to a savage 15 Yea::s.

But the Puescott-Purdie trial was only a dress
rehear"sal fo:: an even bigger: tl:ia1. Thls June
eight militants are due to face charges iatended
to reveal them as the nucleus of the AB. The
Stoke Newiogton 8 conspiracy trial will be the
biggest show trial yet.

What is the left doing about this t::iaI?
Their nesponse to the Prescott-Purdie t::ial was

appalling. A rsenious faiting on the pa::t of the
nevolutionar:y movement in Bnitain t , a Red. MoLe

edito::ial was candid enough to call it. Despite
a few occasional token lines about solida::ity and
the need to rattack and expose a]1 the Old Bailey
fname-upsrr the left is neally sitting tight. f,
seenB set on lepeating the sane etrors cornnitted'
ouer the Preseott-Ptudie trial. What is needed is
active solidarity aimed at extending the struggle
beyond the cou:rtnoom. What we are getting is a

half-heanted solida::ity dr:owned in iclle doubts -

What are the politics of the AB? Do the Stoke
Newington 8 include any members of the AB? A::e

any of the Stoke Newington 8 guilty of any of the
changes against them? Can the left actively
defend militants who arenrt registened with
eithe:r a union o: a left Party?

Such doubts ane out of place here because they
should. be absolutely iweletsutt to the question
of active soli(larity with those facing tnial.
Revolutionary solidarity should embrace all vie-
tims of state persecution' whethe:: innocent ol3

guiltyr whether: bombers or not. The assault on

the Stoke Newington 8 is pa:rt of a gene:raI cam-
paign of 1ega1 nep::ession. If the state wins in
this case it wi,l]. consider victony in futu::e po1-
iticat t:rials a matter of course. If the state
can effectively silence or.t' eight, then not a

single revolutionary can escaPe the b1ame. V{hat

is r"eally on trial is the staters ability to
nailnoad who it likes, when it likes, no matter
what the evidence. In the Eightrs own wor:ds, rrWe

are the ha::binge::s of the coming storm and the
treatment we receive is the foretaste for: all who

stand in thei:r way.il They are up fon t::ial be-
cause they r:esisted.

Therets a further special reason fo:: giving
solida:rity to the Eight. At1 of them have been
active in diffenent sections of the movement for
some time; their involvement covers things as

divense as ClaimantsrUnions, Womenrs Lib, Gay

Lib, tenantsr and squattersr campaigns, ::adical
student politics, experiments in commnnal- living,
inte::national organising in defence of political-
p::isoners.

But here, inonically, we touch on the root
reason fon the left clisquiet about giving soLi-
da::ity. The majority of the left reject AB poli-
tics Ls they unde::stand them. And they ::eeognise
that both the AB and the Stoke Newington B

identify themselves as members of the rlibentar-
ianr l-eft and neject b:aditionalr orthodox or



straight socialist politics. So the left dis-
quiet raises the whole question of what ls the
r:evolutionary movement in this country. Itrs not
enough for the straight left to raise the ques-
tion of solida::ity for" itself in ter"ms of asking
what is the ABrs pant in the movement. Their"
ideological assumptions about the revolutionany
movement and its development make the te::ms far:
too narlrow. And the orthodox left knows this.
Like it or not, many recent developments have
a:risen quite independently of the straight left
and have also been hostile in pant to it - e.g.
womenrs l-iberation cr"itique of leadership and
hiena::chy on the left; claimantst union resist-
ance to centralised left onganisation.

So long as the left doesnrt :resDond to these
developments in a self-critical mannen, the
pnoblen of solida::ity with those who donrt
swallow their line will ::ecur and recur:. So long
as the l-eft feels it has nothing to learn from
eithe:r the Angry Bnigade or the Stoke Newington
8, no neal debate can take p1ace. Instead of
nesponding with a prefabricated line on rtemor-
ist adventur.istsr, the left must develop a live
and concnete analysis about such groups as the
AB, which must also involve the questioning of
thei:: own praxis. The left must ask itself: how
far do we want to enter into a dialogue with the
AB, how prepared atfe we fo:r illegal structures,
how much do we see our ou/n tactics and strategy
in ter"ms of present neality. If these issues con-
tinue to be skirted, only the state will benefit.

Is there a way through? Judging from what has
appeaned in print, the orthodox left is only
slightly less mystified by rterrort, rarmed

stlruggler, lur:ban guerrillasr, tbomber"sr, etc.
than the overground press. For most of us such
terms conjure up highly sinister and specialised
vocations exclusive of any other activities.
Thus rarmed stnuggler conjures up professional
soldiers, rbombensr conju::es up people - always
mad - with a stick of dynamite in their. pockets,
rur:ban gue::ri11asr conjur:es up a highly organ-
ised milita::y vanguand with complex hierarchy and
netwonks. The way we use these terms is incred.-
iblg ntAstl,fied, And by fail-ing to subject the
ter:ms to our own analysis we just fal1 back on
the staters per"spective, theneby implicitly
giving our. consent to it.

WE AB AS TERRORISTS, URBM GWRETLLAS, ETC

The AB has been written off as a group of
indtttidual ter:ror:ists. By qualifying rtenronisml
with the wond rindividualt, left critics can
damn it automatically since individual te:r:rorism
is by definition isolated from the backbone of
any revolulion - the masses. But in fact itrs
not so simple. Foir a stal't the cr"iticism plays
very heavily on myths anound Igth-century propa-

ganda-by-deed ananchists such as Ravachol,
exploiting the pnejudices against them to ob-
scure not onl-y their theony and practice but also
that of anyone they are compared to. Second, the
cr:iticism overlooks that the a::ming of the
r"evolution always has to begin somewhere and
this may sometimes be with sma11 g::oups of
guer:ni1las, as was the case in the Cuban :revo-
lution. Armed gnoups only deserve to be condemned
as individual if they fail- to develop and fonge
l-inks with other stuuggles. And whether such a
development takes pl-ace or not depends in part on
:he whole left movement and the support (critical_

attuned to what is going on in different areas;
if they are attuned then their violence can
expness and complement others t actions and ideas
and be part of the whole. The test is not who,
and how many, do a par:ticul-an action, but how
effectively does it fit into a gene:ra1 offensive?
Fina11y, we must nemember: that for the left the
opposite of ?individualt is tnasst, that con-
denning something as rindividualr is their way
of promoting the politics of the nass. But this
tindividual!/rmassr pola:rity is a false one. It
is at once uncnitical of the passivity of any
mass, and dismissive fo:: no good reason of othen
fo::ms of collective abtion which ane neither
rmassr nor tindividualr, such as autonomous
worki,ng class action or actions by claimants oI:
gay people.

The AB is condemned for being el-itist and
anti-democratic; it is seen as a self-appointed
band of saviouns arnogating to itself the rights
of decision-making in the r"evolutiona:ry process
without submitting its cou::se of action to the
test of approval and adoption by the masses.
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Maybe thene is something in this cniticism, but
definiteJ-y not for the standar,d r.easons given.
For. these pnesuppose that nevolutiona::ies are
only such if they accept a single sou:r'ce of
decision-making. This ignores that revolutionar:y
decision-making is mone cneative when it is
diffuse and many-centred. This at least is what
follows if you think that nevolution is about
people getting together to take contt:ol of their"
own lives and lea::ning to take decisions fon
themselves. And just think what the idea of tsu.b-
mitting the course of action to the test of
approvaI...by the worker:s I might mean in the
pnesent context, especialty since all existing
machiner:ies for ascet:taining wo::king-class views
are external and bweaucratic. Would there have
been a major strike if the minens had. asked for:
the appnoval of a majonity of the rest of Bnitish
worke::s? Such an idea in the present context
would be a necipe fon passivity.

Cnitics who a.ne quicker: with labels than with
analyses have eondemned the AB for thein appa::ent
sec?ecy, fo:: being isolated and conspiratorial.
The seo:eey cniticism is mone often than not a
::ed hen::ing and a veny stupid one at that. If
people are still wo::ried about being rin the
knor^rr (who dicl it, what will they do next, when
will they do it?) they havenrt gnasped the fact
that revolution is iIlega1 whether olr not the
tactic we employ at-aift-iven time is Iega1 on
iJ-Iega1, and that at the moment anlnray, activi-
ties such as bombing and sabotage must be sur'-
nounded by veny tight security.

The illegality of bombing fonces a certain
kind of isolation on the AB, in the sense that it
cannot openly wonk with other groups, share o::
co-ondinate actions. The idea that it could is
inconceivable at the monent in England. That
does not mean it will always be so (the IRA in
Fnee De::ny doesnrt have this par:ticulan pnoblem
.. . ), nor that the actions of the AB have no
beaning on what other: people might be doing.'But
the ::esponsibility fo:: making this kind of inte::-
action fuI1y effective is two-way: the AB needs
to make its actions exp:ressive and baek them up
with as much explanation as possible; and peopte
using other means of struggle must show some
nesponse to the tactic - whethe:r hostile ora not,
but at l-east a necognition that the AB is pant
of the movement and that what it does is nelevant.
For without this :recognition the AB will be
effectively isolated (as has been the case up
til-I now), as a per:son whose letters are un-
answered is isol-ated.

To call the Angny Bnigad.e rconspinatorialt
conjures up the pictur:e of a group bent on im-
posing its own ends on people. But the AB a:renrt
manipulative in this sense. 0f cour:se the state
sees the AB as a conspi::acy, but then it is

unable to toler ate the idea of a movement coming
together: i.n any other terms than those of sinis-
ter groups pe::versely wo::king fo:: thein own ends
...this is how it explains every setback (e.g.
Ca::nts talk of rsmal-l- but vi::ulent minor:ities in
ou:: midstr after the mine::sr victory).

The AB is seen as setting itself up as a
substitute fon mass action. But none of their:
;ffi"s make sense as a substitute for: mass
action. Almost al-1 of them wene intended to com-
plement mass stl3uggles, on the industnial- anE-
othen f::onts. Thei:: exempla::y actions against
symbolic targets were cl-early meant to par"a11eI
mass actions (e.g. Car"rrs house was bombed on the
same day as a large manch against the Industnial
Relations Bil-I) as wel-1 as to demonstr.ate the
possibility of a new kind of col-lective struggle.

The AB is decr:ied as radventurist.! Lying
behind this cha:rge is the view that nevolutionary
a:rmed stnuggle in Bnitain is inapp:.opriate except
dr:ring the final- phase of r:evolution, when the
material pneconditions are rright!. This view is
hidebound. 0nce you accept the need fo:: revolu-
tionary armed struggle at some stage (even if
only in the final phase)2 then you rnust accept
the need to prepare fon it NOW. rrU::ban guer:riIIa
war"fare is based on the analysis...that when
conditions will be ripe fo:: a::med struggle, it
will be too late to prepare for: itr (Red Army
F::action). We ask you: do you realIy believe
that when the r:evolutionany offensive neaches
the point when the state physically confronts it
totally, ar^med nesistance will appear out of the
sky? We1I, we donrt, so we can?t dismiss the AB
on the a p::iori grour:ds that thein use of revo-
lutiona::y violence was premature. Maybe AB-type
armed struggle was iJ-I-chosen, maybe the AB
should have spent longe:: p::epaning (the Tupamanos
took near:Iy 7 years pneparing); but we cannot
condenn them for. taking the idea of the ::evolu-
tion a::ming itself se::ious1y. Whethe:: it is night
to o::ganise armed nesistance depends on whethe::
it is possib!-e; whethe:: it is possible we can
only find out in pnactice. .'.;tions change the
situations werne fighting in, the tactics we use.

In any case, we canrt accept the idea of armed
strsuggle as a self-eontained phase on stage. This
is one-dimensional. Armed struggle only makes
sense when pu::sued alongside othe:: non-military
fonms of struggle. Once this is grasped, then
obviously the::e will be contexts in which armed
struggle groups cantt take the place of 1ega1
left o::ganisations; single actions canrt neplace
ongoing class struggl-e; bombs and othen tactics
of the urban guer:i11a canrt ::eplace agitation/
subvension/buiLding alternative structures on the
indust::ial fnont and in the cornmunities.

AB actions ane w::itten off as counter:-pnoduc-



tive on the grounds that they supplied the state
with a pretext for^ incr:eased rep::ession. But we
all know that the state can as easily invent as
discoven a pretext fo:r escalating r:epnession
(this is what happened in Italy necently) and
that its nepnessive response is more often than
not completely out of pnopontion to the immediate
on remote thr,eat any action represents. As a
ru1e, escalation of class-wa:: nepnession occuns
independently of what any section of the left
does. The basic manoeuvnes of the nuling class
ane dictated by the changing patterns of eapital-
ism. Given a choiceo the Br.itish :ruling class
would obviously p::efe:: nule by ::ep::essive to1-
enance to the present unstable state of affai::s.
But such a luxury is excluded by the oven::iding
needs of the system - to incnease profits o raise
pnoductivity, curb industrial and cornmrmity
militancy, etc. The intensification of ::epnession
is inevitable as soon as the wonking class starts
fighting back.

Looking at this cniticism more cl-osely, we

need to ask what kind of::epr"ession actually r"e-
sulted fi:om the ABrs practice, and who was affec-
ted? The countless ::aids, aruests, detentions,
phonetappings and railnoadings in cour:t wene
almost exclusively dinected against the liber -
tarian or unaligned sectionF of the left (woments
lib, claimantsr wrions, political eommunes,
undenground bookshops and the uride::ground pness).
Has the effect on these aneas been counter-
pnoduetive? The people directly affected ar?e the
ver:y ones who have learnt most. The::e is now a
necognition that we are not taking struggle
ser.iously if we a::e not prepared fo:: su::vei11ance,
r:aids etc. It is per"haps a sad comment, but
secu::ity-consciousness of the ruthlessness of our
nule::s and their: bloodhor:nds only comes aften
reaction has started. But this reaction fo::tun-
ately doesn?t come as a single blow and the::e ane
cleanly mone blows to come. So we can lear:n today
from yestendayts repnession how to deal with what
undoubtedly will be heavier. reprlession fr"om now
on. Oi:ganising ar"ound cou.rts and pnisons is
stanting to take a concrete shape. We are novt
much mor:e awane of how to defend ounselves as we
fight, now and in the future. There is also-
developing a two-way pnocess between these sec-
tions and people coming up against the law in
gener:al. Not just the class-conscious defendantt
the political con, but defendants and cons every-
wher.e. The knowledge gained is getting applied to
all attempts at class self-organising.

But even if the people involved had not been
able to make such use of the repr ession - if
there had been a much mo::e severe attack on the
libertarian section of the movement as a result
of the bombings, would this in itself be damning
for: the AB? Is the left never prepar^ed to adopt
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a tactic if it entails escalation? (And that
tactic neednrt be anmed - e.g. civil nights at a
particuLa.r monent in histony. ) Is it content to
remain a purely neactive for.ce, even when the
state is on the verge of using its army against
its own people? (How many Deruys will- it take
tiIl...?)

None of these rema::ks a::e intended to excuse
the AB from some criticism. We ane trying to
clear the way fo:r criticism made on a r,ealistic,
unmechanical basis. The anguments above donrt
wash because they pose a false set of alter-
natives;, either totally isolated individual
terron on revolution a l-a vangua::d party. But it
is untnue that people ane onLy revolutiona::ies
if they d.evote themsel-ves to buiJ-ding a nevolu-
tiona:ny party. People getting themselves together,
outside the embnace of mass pa::ties, to fight
oppnession a::e also ::evolutionanies. Consistentl-y
appli,ed, the o::thodox left appnoach dismisses not
only all autonomous r?ank-and-fi1e action on the
pa:rt of the wo::king class, but also the effo::ts
of so-cal1ed. rmarginalr gr"oups like women,
blacks, unemployedr Eays, to onganise and fight
a:round thein or,in specific oppressions. And
whethe:: our com::ades like it o:: not, these
struggles a::e in the fo::ef::ont at present. So we
neject the idea that our revolution has to be
pr:eceded by a long process of fo::ming a mass
party according to a fixed agenda of stages. And
we have no time fon any vanguand or avant-ga::de
which sees itself as having seen a light which
they are duty-bor:nd to bring down to the masses.

THE DEED AilD THE SPECTACLE

ilThese guen::illas are the violent activists
of a revolution compnising workers, students,
teache::s, tnade unionists, homosexuals,
unemployed and women st::iving for. l-ibenation.
They a:,e aI1 angry. . .rr
- Evening Standar:d editorial (trThe ned badge
of revolution that is creeping across
Br:itain..rt)
How are the Angny Brigade to be viewed then?

Whene have they failed, whene have they suc-
ceeded?

The AB didnrt see its bombs as 1ikeIy to win
the class war by themselves. Its actions were
exemplary, designed on the one hand to expose
the vulne:rability of the r:u1ing class, to enterl
the homes of the rul-ers and show they have no
clothes, and on the other hand to show the poss-
ibility of the r:evolution arming itself.

Nor wene the bombs sabotage acts whose va1-
idity would 1ie in destroying something that
would be, for example, difficult on impossibte
to replace. Rathen, they were s5rmbolic, and fon
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symbolism to wonk it must be clea:: and intelli-
gibIe. Her:e was the main failure of the AB - its
pnopaganda, the way it explains itself. The
pnopaganda can be b::oken down into thr.ee aspects:
the act itself (the tar:get, the timing, the type
of bomb etc. ) ; the vehicle for distr.ibuti.ng
wnitten propaganda; and the content of that
pnopaganda.

Only in some cases were the bornbings self-
explanator:y. For" exampJ-e, the choice of Robent
Canr:ts house as a talrget at a time when thene was
large-scale opposition to his Indust::ial
Relations BiIl. The meaning of some of the other
bombings was not so obvious, and consequently
could be easily misr.rnde::stood or, at best,
diluted in its impact by being expressed so1ely
in suppo:rtive wnitten p::opaganda.

The vehicle of dist::ibution they chose for
the communiques was, at first, the establishment
press, which was of cour:se free to suppness or
edit and distort as it chose. In tr:ying to use
the pness the AB might have gained in numben of
Ineader"sr but lost aI1 control ove:: its mate::ial;

if (as in fact happened) the pness was directed
to suppress news of the bombings, it would ob-
viously also suppress the commrrniques. Apar:t from
the pnacticalities, thene is something fr:nda-
mentally w::ong in tunning to a medium which
habitually manipulates to preserve nuJ-ing-class
intenests. (Fnom August 1971 onwa::ds, however,
the communiques have been sent to ulderground
papers and r.adical groups, as an attempt to
escape from this cont::adiction.)

The communiques can also be criticised fo::
thein content. Thei:: effect was badly limited by
an oblique, didactic, assertive style. The
bnavado was too sheen ( rwe are slor^rIy dest:roying

the long tentacles of the oppressive state
machine I ) ; the attacks on other sections of the
left too splenetic (I.S., fon example, was
equated with the C.P. and Robe::t Ca:.r:).

And then thene is an undeniable touch of
romanticism and fatalism, which disto::ted thein
own practice (they wer.enrt in fact individual
tenrorists) and blinkened thein conception of how
to build a du.nable base fo: onganised violence.
Collective action was seen in veny limited tenms
- as a senies of isolated acts of he::oism and
self-sacr:ifice, i.e. things that of their natune
can only be exceptional and sponadic. rWe are
p::epaned to die fo:. the nevolutionr, ttiey boasted
in one communique: what might have been a r.eal-
istic confnontation of the dangers ::eads instead
as a fatalistic.posturiing because it nesol_ves the
confrontation by death, not b.y working out how to
survive. Talk of death di::ectly contnadicts the
ABrs - and the libentarian leftts - emphasis on
realisation of desines as a nevolutionar"v
motivation and objective.

BE ATI N G LE GAII W -FET I SHI S M

't,,.A npment of terz,oz,. Al,so it flashed
throu4k yow tnLnd. that aLL those stpporters
of Im and Jake and ind[gnant hippies rrtght
hqtse q point afteb aLL..t,
-Account in recent I.S. papen Rebel of Special

Branch raid on one of 60 add::esses after. the
Aldenshot bombing)

The left must urgently nevise its attitude
towa::ds legality and ilIegality. Our nespect for
the l-aw should never: be mone than a tactical
consideration, for to endonse legality in any



other way is to endo:rse evenyday injustice,
everyday nepression, evelryday exploitation (not
only in the wonkplace, but in the S.S. office,
the school, the family, etc.) Legality-is a

ouestion of power and the RuIe of Law is the
Joorr"r"torr. of capitalist domination' Aften all'
ttl" :-.* is nothini but a pubtic code defining
what the society is and how it is to be nun'
which is enfo:rced on all-' and, where necessaryt
..rfor""a by the physical power of policet courts
and prison-. So resPect for the law means resPect
for the present stl'uctulre of society' Moneovert

orilif" tt'te Iega1 code has the backing of police

"a". 
ia is oivious that most of the time this

aDDarcatus does not have to be called into effect;
,'.-=a .f the time it is maintained by peoplers

"orr"""t. 
Consent/nespect Perfo::ms precisety the

same firnction as the police. Hence the phrase
ifofi""rut in the head.t Thene is no detached'
,r-"r.,ioar position. But, despite ::ecognition of
these fa-cts on a theonetical levett the left

""if""" 
in practice from a legality fetish '

They suppo::t working-class militants when

massive pickets a::e mounted, but lose lnteresr'
when select numbers of them pass through the
coutsts. They offer no co"cr"ie help to the nising
,rr*U", of wo::king-class kids who have no altel3-
native but to live outside the law'

They can openly exhort wo::kens to ::esist
itlegaily, but stop short of analysing theL? ann

;;;;i;;ti"" in a similar light ' when pigs start
,.iairrg thei:: homes dnd offices, they :restr^ict
it "*""i""" 

to polite pnotest through legal
;i;;;;;i". rhey get illegal-lv busted on.J-egal

demonstrationl, pJ-ead guitty and go quietly
through the coulrts. Imprisoned.co-mradeS get for-
gottei. Since they centralise inforrnation on

il
thei:: o::ganisation and activities, it only takes
a few naids fo:: the pigs to learn all about them.

At the same time as the state whiPs up hyst-
e::ia about the need to l:espect the Rule of Law,
it inc::easingly employs illegalisation of nesis-
tance - i.e. thinks uP a new 1aw to outlaw
p::eviously lega1 activities - as a technigue of
class-warfare. Witness the recent moves against
the r:ailmenrs wonk-to-::u1e and the dockensf
blacking of containens. It is building up a
counterrevolutionany apParatus of ::ep:'ession .

It is contracting the tegal sPace at plresent
perinitted to resiste:rs . In these circumstances r

what faith can the left have in Legality, when
it sees the state on the one hand hurriedly
legalising its own illegalities - the bill on
troop-p:resence in Nonthe::n Ireland rushed thnough
Westminsten in less than a day - and on the other
hand b::azenly abusing its own laws dealing with
wonkensr contracts' claimantst benefits, peoplets
rights on anrest, detention, inten::ogation' etc?

In the face of these attacksr to eonfine
oneself to purely reactive NCCL-style protest can

at most only slow down the Plrocess ' The- state
means businesso "ven 

if the l-eft as a whol-e

d.oesnrt. In respecting legality, they unden-
estimate the appanatus of rep::ession, and con-
sequently cannot ::espond to repression by organ-
ising nesistance. To rely on the state continuing
to "I1o* 

us the luxuny of legal room to move is

"uiu". 
It is idiotic 1o wait fo:: illegalisation

to occu:r as a blow of fate by the system'

This is whe:-e the Stoke Newington I trial and

other political trials come in. What happened to
p"""".ia 

' what is happening to the Stoke Newing-

ton B, cinnot be dismissed as isolated acts of
,"pt"""lot against mave::ick sections of the left '
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The lange-scale pensecution openations which have
been going on for" the last two years only make
sense as an exercise in contaiwnent. They are
intended as a deteruent against any sort of
active nesistence undertaken by people on the
left, inside or: outside left panties. In the
process the state is al-so tr:aining and p::eparing
its police and ar.med for:ces for stnuggles that
will come if containment fails. The message is
plain: left protest is all r"ight so long as it
is one step behind. As soon as it takes the
initiative, as soon as protest turns into offen-
sive, the left must r^eckon on the state doing all
it can to jait the nevolution. (At the end of the
Prescott-Put:die trial, Judge Melford Stevenson
defined conspiracy fon the ju::y in these tems:Ito cause such disnuption of the or:dinary
agencies of law as to be gr:ievously damaging to
the society in which we 1ive.f That cnime is
committed every single time a militant socialist
neally starts to put part of what he believes in
into action. )

The ABrs campaign of bornbings is par"t of an
upsurge of militancy in this country. Many may
continue to disagree with their: particular fonm
of militancy (bombings) but all of us must con-
siden the general lesson'thei:: exper:iment has
yielded. All those who wdertake active ::esis-
tance and struggle must expect illegalisation.
And since the state can define active r"esistance
how it 1ikes, itf s cr,azy to think youtre immr.ne.
You donrt have to look outside this countny to
find cases in which writing a leaflet is con-
sidened a e::iminal offence: Mike Tobin is
pnesently serving a two-year sentence in Chelms-
fond Jail fon publishing leaflets that might.
cause disaffection amongst the army.

The stnaight left has alneady been 1abe1led
a rvinulent minority.t Unless it retreats, it
must anticipate that it too will be labelledtcniminalr, even rterr.oristr. When the state is
set on illegalisation, the left must begin to
think about creating conditions for revolutionary
struggle outside the legality of the state.

REVOLUTI ONARY CRI MI NALI TY

It is clearly no accident that over. 90% of the
people, now in prison come fnom the wor:king cl_ass.
Neither is it just by chance that.the vast
majonity of these come fr"om specific ur:ban ghet-
toes where the tensions of su::vival inevitably
create a situation of continual conflict with the
agents of the nuling class.

It is not just that it is in these areas that
the oppnession of pover,ty is so great that many
have no choice but to turm to cnime as a means of
economic survival. Neithen is it only that cr"imi-
na1 activity is a fonm of psychological r:el_ease
- and an expression of revolt against the experi-
ence of unending and extensive oppnession.

Both these ane cldarly i-mportant, but they
create a thind factor: comnunities within which
the criminal networks are most extensive evolve a
way of life which has its own sense of histony,
its own [yths, its own markets fo:: exchange, and
its own cultural dynamic which itself is based in
continuing conflict with the Law. It has its
diversities and complexities, and although it is
far mone than just a uesponse to prevailing
matenial conditions, it is fan too widespr:ead to
have any ove::a1I coher:ence and sense of totat
or.ganisation. It is much mo^e of a diffuse net-
wonk within which diffe::ing sma1l groups of
people develop their. om specialities and usually
stick to them for many years.

Although the cniminal fraternity is cleanly
not a ::evolutiona::y force at the moment, this does
not mean that it should be ::ejected as just an
apolitical neflection of capitalist society whose
expenience is irnelevant to the nevolution.
Thene are within it possibilities of developing
a close relationship with the revolutiona::y Ieft.
These possibil-ities stem fr"om its basic position
within the present set-up; its very existence
poses a threat to, and is a denig:ration.of, the
ideology of the work (exploitation) ethic and
exchange value; it is committed to an ongoing
str.uggle with the Law and its agents, and to
maintaining'its refusal to pl-ay the co-openative
game with a nuling class which only su::vives
thnough the successful pr.opagation of the myth
that its objeets have no choice but to remain
passively obedient.

This is not to say that inside eveny c::iminal
there lies the soul of a revolutionary. Clear:Iy
such gangsten businessmen as the Kr:ays and the
Richardsons ar:e close:: in spinit to the Kabinet
and its business associates. But these men are
veny much exceptions to the r:uIe; they wene hated



by the vast majority of tself-respecting crimi-
nalsr because they built their empi::es through
the extortion of othersr successful pullings and
maintained their r:eign of ternor only through
close co-operation with rrespectabler bent copp-
ei:s, politicians and businessmen.

Ignoring the distortion of the outlaw capital-
ist for the moment, there are clear political
implications in the escalating conf::ontation
between the state and the criminal fnatennity.
This confrontation has come largely as a result
of the staters initiative I because it fears that
rcnimet may soon threaten the whole fab::ic of the
system, it has begun to hit out far: more heavily
at those it considers to be criminals. In the
activities of the pigs, in the counts and in the
p::isons, the confrontation is beginning to take
on the dimensions of a wa::.

The response has been a gathening cohesiveness
on the pant of those the state is attacking. The
consciousneqs that the police, the cou:ts and the

the power, has always been there. What has been
lacking until now has been an onganised neply.
This reply may not come until there has evolved a
much cJ-oser relationship with the revolutionary
left. But r^rith the success of the numerous sit-
down stnikes which continue to take place in many
pr.isons (al1 of which have occurred without the
guidance of the organised left), it looks as
though the rcr:iminalst are moving tonards a con-
sciousness of collective solida:rity which,
although focussed in the prisons at the moment,
may spread back to the ghettoes and give the rwar
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against crimet an important political dimension.

It is because of the a::rival- on the scene of a
prison movement, and, on the othe:. side, the
ar"::iva1 fi:om the respectable left of Angr"y Bnig-
ade rcr.iminals? and the SWP Maoist bank-::obber.s,
that the left must ungently revise its attitude
towards criminality. Until very necently its
attitude has been distonted by the sweet-sided
benevolence of class justice. Smooth-talking
middle-class accents have usuall_y meant that the
demonstnaton and the dopehead (the leftts only
contact with the Law) have only collected fines,
suspended sentences and pr^obation. Bo::stal_, De-
tention Centre, prison are almost aLways nesenved
fon the wor"king class people who get captured by
the Law.

Times ane changing. The politicos dnd the
fi:eaks ane now ::ecognised as a tdangen to societyr
in their own night, and the jail sentences are
nolling out. Over the past few yea::s they have
tried to wonk out new ways of living and wonking
together. This has focussed in collectives, which
themselves usually neject the wo:rk ethic on the
basis that if we are conspi::ing to overthrow the
state, we might as well refuse to permit the
guling class to exploit us for half our active
fives. And despite the impact of the claimantsr
unions, the SS officers take none too kindly to
this refusal, and consequently make it as diffi-
cult as possible to extract the pittance which
the Warfare State is supposed to provide. The
reiection of the work ethic means the acceiEnce
of criminality as a means of survival.

"..,5 pounda aulphur,
so-feet prloer fuee,

batterlee,

10 pounda potasstu nltrate'l
2 rolls frlctlon tsPc' 4
1 ctnrt. . .r
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TIIB IBIID AIIDTY IUX]TI(}N

Itrs just two years since the RAtr. declared
their existence following the liberation of Andreas
Baader from the Institute for Social Research in
West Berlin, where he had been allowed to work
- under armed guard - lrihile serving a prison
sentence for the burning of a store in Frankfurt
in 1968, in protest against the Vietnam war. For
two years, then, the RAF have survived the
largest operation. in persecution in post-war Ger-
man history. The full power of the repressive
apparatus has been turned on them - at times
2OrO00 pigs have been involved in the hunt. Pigs
armed with machine pistols, pigs who bust into
places by hacking down doors with axes, pigs who
have murdered three revolutionaries in the last
ten months and wounded a number of others, pigs
who have set up massive road blocks halting the
entire traffic in cities as Iarge as Hamburg, pigs
who have raided not just one flat in a block but
the entire block. Those revolutionaries who have
been captured on the basis of alleged associations
with the RAF, have been hammered by the courts,
either getting hit with long prison sentences on
fitted up charges, or spending periods of over a
year and a half in prison awaiting tria1. Horst
Mahler, the revolutionary lawyer who got Baader
permission to work in the Institute; was tried last
year for his alleged part in the prison liberation
and found not guilty; now the state have quashed
this judgement and are trying him again on the same
charge (itrs possible to try someone twice for the
same charge under West German law). And this
time - in the light of I new evidence I - it looks
Iike theyrll get a conviction. Altogether there are
thirty comrades in prison on charges connected
with the RAF.

Nevertheless the RED ARMY FRACTION con-
tinue to exist. Who are they? Itrs generally con-
sidered that they consist of a hard core of about
1O people, which includes Andreas Baader,
Ulrike Meinhof, and Gudrun Ensslin (who together
with Baader, Thorwald rfrehdi-r Proll, and Sohn-

Iein burnt down the store in Frankfurt), and an
unknown number of others who make up the organ-
isational inlrastructure of the RAF by providing
flats, cars, false papers, and propaganda facili-
ties. In reality nobody knows whether this picture
of the RAF structure is accurate or not.

The RAF claims its prehistory as the history
of the student movement in West Germany, insofar
as its miUtant actions developed historically from
the direct militant actions of the SDS. As with
other student moyements that developed in the six-
ties, the dynamic of the SDS was its opposition to
the war in Vietnam and to West Germanyrs profit
involvement in the exploitation of the Third World,
and its critique of the dependence of the education
system on monopoly capitalism. rtFrom its critique
of ideology the student movement seized almost all
branches of state repression as expressions of
imperialist exploitation. . . so it was clear to them
and their public that what was always true for the
colonialist and imperialist exploitation of Latin
America, Africa, and Asia is true here as well:
viz: discipline, subordination, brutality for the
oppressed and for those who take up their struggle
- in their protest, in their resistance, and in
their anti-imperialist fight.. ;What their self-
consciousness resulted in-..as not developed class
struggles here but the consciousness of being
part of an international movement - having to deal
with the same class enemy as the Vietcong, with
the same paper tiger, with the same pig. tt (Red
Army Fraction manifesto.)
But by the late sixties it became clear that the

SDS had failed to break out of the university
ghettoes, neither succeeding in making any solid
links with the organised workersr movement, nor
developing militant grass roots organisaiions in
the communities, and ai this time dding little more
than expressing an intellectual solidarity with
the struggles going on in the Third World. It was
in this climate of stagnation of activity that the
store in Frankfurt was burnt down; at least some



revolutionaries had grasped the necessity to re-
sist by direct action, and to carry out the politic-
aI offensive against the state. Prior to the burn-
ing of the store both Baader and Ensslin had been
active in the apprentice and borsta.l campaigr in
Frankfurt. Both of them jumped parole, atlowed
them through the amnesty for political prisoners
of 1969, and went underground. Baader w&s r€-
arrested in West BerLin at the beginning of 1970.
It was during this period that he developed a
close relationship with Ulrike Meinhof, an ex-
tremely well-known left-wing journalist, who had
been working around Eichenhof, a West Berlin
borstal for girls. It was with her that he was
working at the Institute for Social Research on a
book about the borstal situation in West Germany,
when, on May 14th 1970, an armed group burst
into the library of the Institute and liberated
Baader; Ulrike Meinhof jumped out of a window
and fled with the g".oup. Immediately after the

dan, where they spent some months with Al Fatah
receiving training in guerrilla warfare. They
returned to Germany, carrying out a number of
bank raids and organising armed resistance with-
in West Germany and West Berlin.

The ideological framework in which the RAF
see their work is marxist-leninist. They see
themselves as the armed avant-garde of the anti-
imperialist struggle in the West. But, while they
assert the necessity of revolutionary intervention
of the avant-garde, they do not relate this, on
either a theoretical or a practical level, to the
necessity of building the good old revolutionary
vanguard party, which makes their leninism
pretty unique. It followi from their marxist-
lenini.sm that they struggle on behalf of others,
particularly the oppressed peoples of the Third
World. Maots rserve the peopler principle is
crudely simplified in their theory, and is the
basis on which they rationalise their practice,
whether that practice means direct confrontation
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with the West German pigs, or the rejection of
criticism coming from sympathetic left groups.
If itts not around your own oppression that you
organise, if itrs in the name of the people or the
mass movement that you conceive your work then
you tend to justify your actions with a high moral
tone, which supports a political elitism which
can mislead you into thinking that you, and you
alone, are the true revolutionary forces, that
self-criticism i.s unnecessary and that criticism
from any other point of view is necessarily hos-
tile and destructive. This is the position that the
RAF now find themselves in, and they are effec-
tively isolated from the greatef part of the left
movement in West Germany and West Berlin. The
idea of an avant-garde armed resistance group
goes hand-in-hand with the idea of urban guerr-
illa warfare as a specialised, mystified kind of
political activity, which is itself separated from
the many different types of direct action which
are carried out at the grass rdots level. The
armed resistance of the RAF is both centralised
and spectacular, and this has two very negative
effects; their actions don I t relate to people I s
everyday experience and the majority of people
look at their struggle n'ith the police as some
kind of private feud in which they have no part;
sinbe it proved.impossible for the members of the
RAF to combine legal political work with illegal
political work, and since their actions have been
supplementary rather than integral to the strugg-
les caried on by other revolutionaries, those
comrades who would have liked to help in a more
concrete way have been unable to do so. Most of
these are working in the solidarity movement
which has developed in the face of the massive
repression against the RAF and the anarchist
and libertarian left.

Nevertheless, the positive things that we can
learn from the RAF far outweigh the negative
criticisms outlined above. They have firstly dem-
onstrated the necessity for the revolution to take
up arms, and to master the technical means tlu.t
the system appropriates to itself to destroy opp-
osition. They have challenged the armed power
of the police so that no policeman in West Ger-
many can think himself safe from attack, and in
so doing they have atticked the-myth of the omni-
potence of the state and its invulnerability. All
their actions have been carefully planned and
well executed - the liberation of Baader, the
various bank robberies, and more recently a num-
ber of bombings, of which only the bombings can
be seen as symbolic actions. Right now the RAF
seem to be in the process of starting a new stage
in their offensive, having demonstrated that an
armed resistance group can survive everything
with which the state attacks it. In the develop-
ment of its infrastructure over the last two years,
lt has shown not only. that it is necessary to build

Iiberation the went via East Berlin to Jor-
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an underground which the pigs canrt penetrate,
but that it is possible. They have exposed the
repressive apparatus and the technology and
methocis that they use, and so exposed the contra-
diction between the theoretical liberalisation of
the law through parliamentary statutes, and the
actual strengthening of the repressive state app-
aratus. The mist of parliamentary liberalism
behind which the machine pistols of the police
hide has evaporated. While Brandt gets the Nobel
Peace Prize for sorting out his treaties with
Eastern Europe, Genscher, his Minister of In-
ternal Affairs, equips his poLice force with big-
ger and better pistols. Even those left groups
which are strongly critical of the RAF, and trot
out the standard anti-terrorist arguments from
entrenched ideological positions, have no illusions
about what they face if their political work should
ever.become effective. Most people on the left
can see clearly enough that the pig activity isnrt
aimed solely at the RAF, but is both an attempt
to intimidate aII other sections of the left and a
preparatory training exercise, the 5rxperience
which they will use when their attempts at intimi-
dation fail. This awareness has given the left
movement in West Germany a basis for solidarity
which doesnrt exist here. When Georg von Rauch
was shot down in Ber],in, unarmed and in cold
blood, just before Christmas, 7rO0O revolution-
aries took to the streets the next day. Similarly,
when Thomas Weissbecker was murdered in the
middle of the street in Augsburg in March this
year, demonstratiors took place in all major
West German cities the following day. The re-
pression has forced a lot of revolutionaries to
see that not to attack the legality of the state,
means to tacitly accept the power base on which
the state depends, and to accept the larvs of the
ruling class as the definition of the area in which
rrevolutionarir activity takes place. The RAF
in their organisation of an underground have
shown the need for the revolutionary movement

to conquer its own spatial territory as part of the
process of expropriation - in this case their i11-
egal activity is complemented by the illegal acti-
vity of squats and occupations, as for example
the occupation of the disused Betanien hospital in
West Berlin, now renamed the Ceorg von Rauch
Haus and used as a youth centre.

In their manifesto the RAF say, rrlf you donrt
work out the dialectic of legality and illegality in
terms of organisation you will be without protec-
tion from the heavy repression that follows off-
ensive actions, and you wiII be legally arrested
. . .If a revolutionary organisation says that itrs
stupid to illegalise itself...it implies that the
limits that the class state sets the socialist pro-
ject are sufficient to encompass all possibilities,
so one has to stay on the right side of the line,
and one has to retreat from the illegal acts of the
state as they become legalised - Iegality at any
price. IlIegaI arrests, terrorist sentences, har-
assment by the police, blackmail and coercion by
the public prosecutors. . . Legality becomes a
fetish when those who insist on it ignore the fact
that phones get tapped legally, post gets legally
controlled, neighbours get legally interrogated,
informers get IegaIIy paid. The organisation of
political work, if it doesnrt want to be perman-
ently laid open to the grip of the political police,
has to be legal and illegal at the same time...the
condi.tions oi legality necessarily change through
active resistance, and it is therefore necessary
to use legality simultaneously for po{itical strug-
gle and for the organisation of illegality, and it
is wrong to wait for illegalisation as a blow of
fate by the system, because illegalisation is no-
thing less than being smashed by the system.rl

To hang onto legality, and not to see that the
relation that revolutionaries have to it should
never be more than a tactical one, is to dismiss
all idea of resistance. Respect for the law, or
rather terror of the law, reinforces the rule of

o
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Iaw and the legitimacy of the state to do what it
Iikes. It leaves the state a free hand to define
active resistance in its own terms; eventually the
simple act of saying ttnot' will become a criminal
offence. Revolutionaries have to learn to live
and work outside the law - something which our
education and experi.ence has not equipped us to
do. We can look at the RAF and learn this - that
no sophisticated theory is going to teaeh us how
to survive illegally, no theory is going to teach
us whether this is possible or not, no marxisto-
Ieninisto-chauvinisto- theory is going to teach us
how to resist repression - wetII only learn these
things in practice.
Solidarityt
Hoch die Internationale Solidaritat!

RECENT EWT,ITS

In The Armed btruggle in Western Eu::ope,
published as Rotbuch 29 by the Wagenbach pub-
Iishing collective, and seized a few weeks later
by the pigs, the Red Army Fraction collective
says: trThe resoulrces of the RAF a::e stilL limited
but they ar:e sufficient to solve the pr"oblems of
the first stage. The suppont that the RAF gets is
Iar"ge:: than expected - to the anger of the
oppr:esso3s. The concept of urban guenrilla war-
fane is the::efore r:ealistic. The second stage,
the stage of exempla::y attacks on the appar:atus
of repr.essiono will develop out of the first'
stage. The task of the fi::st stage is to demon-
strate thr:ough suitable actions that it is
possibl-e to build a::med g::oups which resist the
state .rr
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After the liberation of Baaden, the RAF

expropniated a numben of banks. They issued no
commr:niques explaining their actions. The money
that they got has been used to build thein infna-
structure, so fon good neason they have made no
public declanation about this. In the last two
yeans they have got hold of flats and houses
throughout West Germany and West Benlin; they
have got hold of cars, documents, weapons and
explosives. They have been patient. It looks. now
as if thein inft:astructure is stuong enough to
nesist penefi:ation by the police. And itts this
infr"ast::ueture which gives them the autonomy
necessaJ?y to carry out attacks on the appar.atus
of nepression, it gives them the basis to contin-
ue and develop the wa:: against the state.
Judging by the events of the Last two weeks, they
have begr:n the becond stage of guennilla warfane
- what this means fon all of us who call our-
selves nevolutionar ies cannot be underestimated:
ARI,IED RESISTANCE ]S BOTH POSSIBLE AND NECESSARY
IN THE ADVANCED CAPITALIST COUNTRIES.

I
Thene have been seven attacks since May 13tho

all c_Jaimed by the RAF, who now seem to be
operating in at l-east five diffe::ent commando
groups. On May 13th the Offigenst Club of the
Amer:icarr A::my i-n Frankfurt was bombed, and an
Ame::ican colorrel- kiIIed. This action was claimed
by the Petra Schelm Comrnandos (Petr:a Schelm was
mundered by the pigs at a roadblock in Harnburg
last July); in the. corrnunique they say the bomb
was a repnisal for" Ame::ican air attacks in Viet-
naro. 0n the same day the police headqua::tens in
Augsbung was bombed (Augsburg was whe::e Tommy
Weissbecke:: was mr:rdened), as was the police
headquartens in Munich.and the Ame::ika Haus in
Hambu::g. These were simultanedus attacks on
Amenican impenialism aid the ::epnessive apparatus
in West Genmany. On May 15th, the car of Hen:r
Buddenbung, the judge investigating the activi-
ties of the MF, was bombed; his wife, and not
him, was seriously inju:red. On the 19th May the
building of the Spninger: newspapers in Hambr.u:g
was bombed, causing thousands of pounds wor"th of
damage and fifteen injunies although a warning
was given some time before the explosion. And now
an attack on the headquar:tens of the United
States Anmy in Europe at Heidelbeng on May 24th,
which killed anothen colonel- and two pnivates.
The state and its pigs seem completely confused
and, for. the monent at least, powe::less to inter.-
vene. The head of the Fedenal Cr iminal Office
even went so far as. to book ten minutes of teLe-
vision to appeal to the public to act as detec-
tives against the bombens. The conclusion is that
it doesnft look like the Red Ar.my Fnaction -
whoeve:: they ar:e - can be caught.
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collectives as a, form of

most pamphlets deal with content & issues.
this one is about methods & organisation.
dontt read it & ask yourself rrwhat are they
talking about?rr as far as werre concerned
the means justify the means.

1: the difference between mass and class

Why is it important to know the difference be-
tween mass and class ? The chances are there can
be no conscious revolutionary practice without
making this distinction. We are not playing around
with words. Look. We are aII living in a mass
society. We didnrt get that way by accident. The
mass is a specific form of social orga.nisation.
The reason is clear. Consumption is orga.nised by
the corporations. Their products define the mass.
The mass is not a cliche - the ttmassesr'- but a
routine which dominates your daily life. Under-
standing the structure of the mass market is the
first step toward understanding what happened to
the class struggle.

What is the mass ? Most people think of the mass
in terms of numbers - like a crowded street or a
football stadidm. But it is actually structure which
determines its character. The mass is an aggreg-
ate of couples who are separate, detached and
anonymous. They live in cities, physically close
yet socially apart. Their lives are privatized and
depraved. Coca-Cola and loneliness. The social
existence of the mass - its rules and regulations,
the structuring of its status roles and leadership
- are organised through consumption (the mass
market). They are aII products of a specific
social organisation. Ours.

Of course, no one sees themselves as part of
the mass. Itrs always others who are the masses.
The trouble is that it lffit-onty the corporations
which organise us into the mass. The rrmovementtl

itself behaves as a mass and its organisers re-
produce the hierarchy of the mass.

ReaIIy, how do you fight fire? With w-ater, of

course.-The same goes for revolution' We donrt
it"*-t* -"lt (*"t"tet) with a mass (movement)'

WI fight mass with class. Our aim should not be to

create a mass movement but a class force'

What is a class? A class is a consciously org-
anised social force. For example, the ruling
elass is conscious and acts collectively to organ-
ise not only itself but also the people (mass) that
it rules. The corporation is the self-conscious
collective power of the ruling class ' We are not
saying that class relations do not exist in the rest
otLoclety. But they remain passive so long as thev
are shapld simply by objective conditions (i'e'
work siiuations).- Wtrat is necessary is the actiYe
(subjective) participation of the class itself' Class
p".3i.ai"" is not class consciousness' The class is
.orr"".iorr" of its social existence because it seeks

io organis" tit".]L. The mass is unconscious of its
social existilnce because it is organised by Coca-
CoIa and IBM.

The moral of the story is: the mass is a mass

because it is organised as a mass' Donrt be fooled
by the brand name. Mass is thinking with your ass'
2: primacy of the collective

The small group is the coming together of
people who feel the need for collectivity' Its func-
iio., i" often to break out of the mass - specifically
from the isolation of daily life and the mass struc-
ture of the movement. The problem is that fre-
quently the grouP cannot create an independent
existe-nce "ria "t 

identity of its own because it
continues to define itself negatively, i'e' in
opposition. So long as its point of reference lies
ouisiae of it, the groupts politics tend to be

superimposed on it by events and crises '
The small group can be a stage in the develop-

ment of the co-Ilective, if it develops a critique of

the frustrations stelnlning from its external orien-
lation. The formdtion of a collective begins when



people not only have the same politics but agree
on the method of struggle.

Why should the collective be the primary form
of organisation? The collective is an alternative
to the existirg structure of society. Changing
social relations is a process rather than a pro-
duct of revolution. In other words, you make the
reyolution by actually changing social relations.
You must consciously create the contradictions in
his tory.

Concretely, this means: organise yourselves,
not somebody else. The collective is the organi_
sational nucleus of a classless society. As a
formal organisation it negates all forms of hier-
archy. The answer to alienation is to make your_
self the subject, not the object, of history.

One of the crucial obstacles to the formation of
collectives is the transitional period - when the
collective must survive side by side with a dis-
integrating movement and a mass soclety. The
disintegration of the moyement is not an isolated
phenomenon but reflects the weakening of the
major institutions in American society responsible
for our alienation. Many people are demoralised
by this process and find it bewildering because
they actually depend subconsciously on the con_
tinued existence of these institutions. 1{e are
witnessing the break-up and transformation of an
.institution integral to modern society - the mass
market. The mass market is a corporate strueture
which few people are sufficiently aware of to
realise how it affects our political life. We really
do depend on our ttleadersrr, whether they be the
Chicago 7 or 7 Up. Our understanding of the
collective form of orga..nisation is based on a crit-
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ique of the mass and the dictatorship of the pro-
duct.

These conditions make it imperative that any
people who decide to create a collective know ex-
actly who they are and what they are doing. That
is why you must consider your collective as
primary. Because, if you donrt believe in the
legitimacy of this form of organisation, you canrt
havg a pTactical analysis of u.hat is happening.
Donrt kid yourself. The struggle for the creation
and survival of collectives at this moment of his_
tory is going to be very difficult.

The dominant issue will be how collectives can
become part of history - how they can become a
social force. There is no guarantee and we should
promise no easy victories. The uniqueness of
developing collectives is their definitive break
with all hierarchic forms of organisation and the
reconstructing of a classless society.

The thinking of radical organisers is frozen in
the concept of a mass movement. This form of
struggle, no matter how radical its demands,
never threatens the basic structure - the mass
its elf.

Unciei these circumstances it takes great
effort to imagine new forms of existence. Space
must be create before we can think of these things
and be able to establish the legitimacy of acting
upon them.

The form of a collective is its practice. The
collective is opposed to the mass. It contradicts
the structure of ihe mass. The collective is anti-
mass.

the form of a collective is its practice

3z size of the collective
The aim of any organisation is to make it as

simple as possible, or as Mcluhan puts it, tthigh
in participation, Iow in definitiontt. The tendency
is just the opposite. Our reflex is to create ad-
ministrative structures to deal with political prob -
lems.

Most people cannot discuss intelligently the
subject of size. There is an unspoken feeling
either that the problem should not exist or that it
is beneath us to talk about it. Letrs get it out into
the open.: Size is a questions of politils and social
relations, not administration. Do you wonder why
the subject is shunted aside at large meetings ?
Because it fundamentally challenges the repressive
nature of large organisations. Small groups that
function as appendages to Iarger bodies will never
really feellike small groups.

war,itl.-uAT',
AIIEJ w'rAoqlra
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The collectiye should not be bigger than a bano
- no orchestras or chamber music please. The
basic idea is to reproduce the qollective, not ex-
pand it. The strength of a collective lies in its
social .organisation, not its numbers. Once you
think in terms of recruiting, you might as well
join the Army. The difference between expansion
and reproduction is the difference between adding
and multiplying. The first bases its strength on
numbers and the second on relationships between
people.

Why should there be a limit to size? Because
we are neither supermen nor slaves. Beyond a
certain point, the group becomes a meeting and
before you know it you have to raise your hand to
speak. The collective is a recognition of the prac-
tical limits of conversation. This simple fact is
the basis for a new social experience.

Relations of inequality can be seen more clear-
ly within a coilective and dealt with more effect-
ivety. rrWhatever the nature of authority in the
large organisation, it is inherent in the simple
organisational unitrt (Chester Barnard, The Func-
tion of the Executive,1938). A small groSlffiT
Ileadert' is the nucleus of a class society. Small
size restricts the area which any single individual
can dominate. This is true both internally and in
relation to other groups.

Today, the mode of struggle requires a durable
and resilient form of organisation which will en-
able us to cope both with the attrition of daily life
and the likelihood of repression. Unless we can
begin to solve problems at this level collectively,
we are certainly not fit to create a nerl society.
Contrary to what people are led to think, i.e.
united we stand, divided we fall, it will be harder
to destroy a multitude of collectives than the larg-
est organisations with centralised control.

Size is a key to security. But its real importance
lies in the fact that the collective reproduces new
social relations - the advantage being that the
process can begin now.

The limitation on size raises a difficult problem.
What do you say to someone who asks, ItCan I join
your coliective ?rr This question is ultimately at the
root of much hostility (often unconscious) toward
the cotlective form of organisation. You canrt
separate size from the collective because it must
be small in order to exist. The collective has a
right to exclude individuals because it offers them
the alternative of starting a new collective, i.e.
sharing the re.sponsibility for organisation. This
is the basic answer to the question above.

' Of course, people will put down the collective
as being exclusive. That is not the point. The size
of a collective is essentially a limitation on its
authority. By contrast, Iarge organisations, while

having open membership, are exclusivein terms of
who shapes the politics and actiYely participates
in the structuring of activities. The choice is be-
tween joining the mass or creating the class. The
revolutionary project is to do it yourself.
Remember. Alexandra Kollontai warned it 1920,
rrThe essence of bureaucracy is when some third
person decides your fate.tl

the strength of a collective lies in its social
orsanisation not its numbers

4: contact between collectiYes

-

The collective does not communicate with the
mass. It makes contact with other collectives.
What if other collectives do not exist? WeIl, then
it should talk to itself until they do. Yes. By aII
means, the collective also communicates with other
people, but it never views them as a mass - as a
constituency or audience. The collective comm-
unicates with individuals in order to encourage
self-organisa[i6i]i-t asrumes that people are ca-
pable of self-organisation and given that alterna-
tive they will choose it over mass participation.
The collective knows that it takes time to create
new forms of organisation. It simply seeks to
hasten the crumbling of the mass.

Much of the problem of ilcommunicationrrthese
days is that people think they harre got to comm-
unicate all the time. You find people setting up ad-
ministrative functions to deal with information
flows before they have any idea what they want to
say. The collective is not obsessed with rrcommu-

nicatingrt or rrrelatingt' to the movement. What
concerns it is the amount of noise - incessant
phone calls, form letters, announcements of meet-
ings, etc. - that passes for communication. It is
time we garre more thought to what we say and how
we say it.



What exactly do we mean by contact? We want to
begin by taking the bureaucracy out of communi-
cation. The idea is to begin modestly. Contact is
a touching on aII sides. The essential thing about
it is its directness and reliability. Eyeball to
eyebaII.

Other forms of communication - telephone, let-
ters, documents, etc. - should never be used as
substitutesfor direct contact. In fact, they should
5ffilrifrarily to prepare contacts.

Why is it so important to have direct contact?
Because it is the simplest form of communication.
Moreover, it is physical and involves all the
senses - most of all the sense of smell. For this
reason it is reliable. It also takes account of the
real need for security. Those who talk about re-
pression continue to pass around sheets of paper
asking for names, addresses and telephone
numbers.

There are already a number of gatherings which
appear to involve contact but in reality are g?o-
tesque facsimilies. The worst of these and the one
most people flock to is the conference. This is a
hotel of the mind which turns us all into tourists
and spectators. A lower form of existence is the
eadless meeting - the one that is held evely night.
Not to mention the committees formed eTlEssly
to arrange the meetings.

The basic principle of contact between collec-
tives is: you only meet when you have something
to say to each other. This means two things.
First, that you have a concrete idea of what it is
you want ot say. Secondly, that you must prepare
it in advance. These principles help to ensure
that communication does not become an adminis-
trative problem.

The new forms of contact harre yet to be created.
We can think of two simple examples. A member
of one collective can attend the rneeting of another
collective or there may be a joint meeting of the
groups as a who1e. The first of these appears to
be the most practical, however, the drawback is
that.not everyone is involved. There are undoubt-
edly other forms of contact which are likely to
develop. The main thing is to invent them.

5: priority of local action

-

The collective gives priority to local action.
It rejects the mase politics of the white national-
ists with their national committees, organizers
and thg superstars. Defenitely, the collective is
out of the mainstream and whatts more it feels no
regrets. The aim of a collective is to feel new
thoughts and act new ideas - in a word to create
its own space. And that, more thar any program,
is whaf is intolerable to bll the xerox radicals
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trying to reproduce their own images.

The collective is the hindquarters of the revo-
Iution. It makes no pretence rruhatsoever in re-
gard to the role of yanguard. Expect nothing from
them. They are not your leaders. Leave them
alone. The collective knows it will be the last to
enter the new wor1d.

The doubts people have about local action
reveal how dependent they are on the glamour of
mass politics. Eyeryone wants to project them-
selves on the screen of revolution - as Yippies
or lffhite Panthers. Having internalised the mass,
they ask themselves questions whose answers
seem logical in its context. How can we accomp-
Iish anything without mass action? If we donrt go
to meetings and demonstrations, will we be for-
gotten? l[ho will take us seriously if we donrt
join the rank and file?

Slowly, you realise that you have become a
spectator, an object. Your politics take place on
i stage and your social relations consist of sit-
ting in an audience or marching in a crowd. The
fragmentation of your everyday experience con-
trasts with the spectacular unity of the mass.

By contrast, the priority of local action is an
attempt to unify everyday life and fragment the
mass. This level of consciousness is a result of
rejecting the laus of mass behaviour based on
Leninism and TV ideology. It makes possible an
enema of the brain which everyone so desperate-
Iy needs. You will be relieved to discover that
you can create a situation by localizing your
struggle.

How can we preyent local action from becoming
provincial? Whether or not it does so depends on
our overall strategy. Provincialism is simply the
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consequence of not knolving what is happening. A
commune, for example, is provincial because its
strategy is based on petty farming and the glori-
fication of the extended family. What they have is
astrology, not a strategy.

Local action should be based on the global
stTucture of modern society. There can be no
collective action without collectives. But the cre-
ation of a collective should not be mistaken for
victory nor should it become an end in itself. The
great danger the collective faces historically is
that of being cut off (or cutting itself off) from the
outside world. The issue ultimately will be what
action to take and when. Whether collectives be-
come a social force depends on their analysis of
history and their course of action.

In fact, the rtprovincesrt today are moving ahead
df the centers in political consciousness and moti-
vation. From lvlinnesota to the Ivlekong Delta the
revolt is gaining coherence. The centers are try-
ing to decipher what is happening, to catch up
zrnd contain it. For this purpose they must create
<:entralised forms of organisation - or rrco-ordin-
ationil as the modernists caII it.

The first principle of local action is to de-
nationalise your thinking. Take the courtry out of
Salem. Get out of Marlborough country. Become
ilnscious of how frFF-ire is m"oag"d from the
llatioqal centers. Lifestyles are roles designed
to give you the illusion of movement while keeping
)rou in your place. ItStyIe is mass chasing class,
and class escaping mass. rr

Local action gives you the initiative by enabling
you to define the situation. That is the practice
of knowing you are the subject. Marat says: I'The
important thing is to pull yourself up by your own
hair, to turn yourself inside out and see the whole
world with fresh eyes. t' The collective turns it-
self inside out and sees reality.

6: the dream of unity
I-I

The principle of unity is.based on the propo-
sition that everyone is a unit (a fragment). Unity
means 1 multiplied by itself . We are going to say
it straight - in so far as unity has suppressed
real political differences - cla.ss, racial, sexual
- it is a form of tyranny. The dream of unity is in
reality a nightmare of compromise and suppressed
desires. We are not equal and unity perpetuates
inequality.

The collective will be subject constantly to
pressure from outside groups demanding support
in one form or another. Everyone is always in a
crisis. Given these circumstances, a group can
have the illusion of being permanently mobilised
and active without ever having a politics of its

own. CaIIs for unity channel the political energieS
of collectives into supportpolitics. So, as a Pre-
caution, the colleciiiilm-rrst take time to work out
tts own politics and plan of action. Above all, it
should try to foresee crisis situations and their
ttrent-a-crowdrr militancY.

You.wiII be accused of factionalism. Donrt
wast e time thinking about this age-old problem.
A collective is not a faction. Responding to
Pavlovrs bell puts you in the position of a sali-
vating dog. There will be no end to your hunger
when who you are is determined by someone else.

You will also be accused of elitism. This is a
tricky business and should not be dismissed light-
ly. A collective must first know what is meant by
elitism. Instead of wondering whether it refers to
Ieadership or personalities, you should first
anchor the issue in a class context. Know where
your ideas come from and what their relation is
to the dominant ideology. You should ask the same
questions about those who make the accusations.
What is their class background and class interest?
So far many people have reacted defensivety to
the charge of elitism and, thus, have avoided
dealing with the issue head on. That in itself is a
class reaction.

The internal is a mirror of the external. The
best way to avoid behaving like an elite is to pre-
vent the formation of elitism within the collective
itself. Often when charges of elitism are true,
they reflect the same class relations internally.

The ways of undermining the autonomy of a
collective are many and insidious. The caII for
unity can no longer be responded to automatically.
The time has come to question the motives and
effectiveness of such actions - and to feel good
(i.e. correct) in doing so. Jargon is pidgeon talk
and is meant to make us feel stupid .ahd powerless.
Because collective action is not organised as a
mass, it does not have to rely on the caII of unity
is order to act.

Does I'one divide into tworr or rftwo fuse into one?"
This question is a subject of debate in China and
now here. This debate is a struggle between two
conceptions of the world. One believes in struggle,
the other in unity. The two sides have drawn a
clear line between them and their arguments are
diametrically opposed. Thus, you can see why
one divides into two.

free translation from The Red
FIag, Peking, SeptemSilTl-
1964



7: the function of analysis
Not only can there'be no revolution without

revolutionary theory, there can be no strategy
without an.analysis. Strategy is knowing ahead of
time what you are going to do. This is what anal-
ysis makes possible. When you begin, you may
not know anything. The purpose of analysis is not
to know everything, but to know what you do kngw
and know it good - that is collectively. The heart
of thinking analytically is to learn over and over
again that the process is as important as the
product. Developing an analysis requires new
ways of thinking. Without new ways of thinking we
are doomed to old ways of acting.

The question of what we are going to do is the
hardest to answer and the one that ultimately will
determine whether a collective will continue to
exist. The difficulty of the question makes analy-
sis all the more necessary. We can no longer
afford to be propelled by the crudest forms of ad-
vertisement - slogans and rhetoric. The function
of analysis is to reveal a plan of action.

Why is there relatively little practical analysis
of what is happening today? Some people refuse
to analyse anything which they eannot immediately
comprehend. Basically they have a feeling of in-
adequacy. This is partly because they have never
had the opportunity to do it before and, therefore,
donrt know theyrre capable of it. On the other
hand, many aetivists put down analysis as being
rrintellectualrt - which is more a commentary on
their own kind of thinking than anything else.
Finally, there are those who feel no need to think
and become very uncomfortable when somebody
does want to. This often reflects their Class dis-
position. The general constipation of the move-
ment is a product of all these forces.

One reason for this sad state of affairs is that
analysis gives so little satisfaction. This is an-
other way of saying that it is not practical. What
has happened to aII thinking can best be seen in
the degeneration of class analysis into stereo-
typed, obese definitions. There is little difference
between the theory-mongers of high abstraction
and the sloganeers of crude abstraction. Theory
is becoming the dialect of robots, apd slogans the
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mass production of the mino. IJut just because
ideas have become so mechanical does not mean
we should abandon thought.

Most people are not willing to face the fact that
they are living in a society that has yet to be ex-
plained. Any attempt to probe those areas which
are unfamiliar is met with a general hostility or
fear. People seem afraid to look at thems'elves
analytically. Part of the problem of not knowing
what to do reveals itself in our not knowing who
we aret The motivation to look at yourself criti-
cally and to explain society comes from the desire
to change both. The heart of the problem is that
we do not concretely imagine winning, except
perhaps by accident.

Analysis is the arming of the brain. Werre
being stifled by those who teII us analysis is in-
tellectual when in reality it is a tool of the imagi-
nation. Just as you canrt tolerate intellectualism,
so you cannot act from rau, anger - not if you
want to win. You must teach your stomach how to
think and your brain how to feel. Analysis should
help us to express anger intelligently. Learning
to think, i.e. analysis, is the first step toward
conscious activity.

No doubt you feel yourself tightening up because
you think it sounds heavy. ReaIIy, the problem is
that you think much bigger than you act.. Be mod-
est. Start with what you already know and want to
know more about. Analysis begins with what in-
terests you. Political thinking should be part of
everyday life, no! a class privilege. To be prac-
tical analysis must give you an understanding of
what to do and how to do it.

Thinking should help to distinguish between
what is important and what is not. It should break
down complex forces so that we can understand
them. Break everything down. In the process of
analysing pomething you will discover that there
are different ways of acting which were not
apparent rnhen you began. This is the pleasure of
analysis. To investigate a problem is to begin to
solve it.

8: the need for new formats

-

The need for new formats grows out of the
oppressiveness of print. We must learn the tech-
niques of advertisement. They consist of short,
clean, non-rhetorical statements. The ad repre-
sents a break with the college education and the
diarrhoea of words. The ad is a concentrated
formula for communication. Its information power
has already outmoded the school system. The
secret is to gain as much pleasure in creating the
form as in expressing the idea.

How do we defend adopting the style of adver-
tising when its function is so oppressive? As a
medium we think that it represents a revolutionary
mode of production. Rejecting it has resulted in

-':
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The short span of attention is one tell-tale symp-
tom of instant politics. The emphasis on respon-
ding to crisis seems to contract the span of atten-
tion - in fact there is often no time dimension at
aII. This timelessness is experienced as the syn-
copation of overcommitment. Many people say they
will do things without really thinking out .care-
fully whether they have the time to do them.
Having time ultimately means defining what you
really want to do. Over-commitment is when you
want to do everything but end up doing nothing.

The numerous other symptoms'of casual politics
- lack of preparation, being late, getting bored
at difficult groments, etc., are all signs of a
political attitude which is destructive to the coll-
ffirne important thing is recognising the
existence of these problems and knowing what
causes them. They are not personal problems but
historically determined attitudes.

Many people confuse the revolt against alien-
ated labor in its specific historical form with work
activity itself. This revolt is expressed in an anti-
work attitude.

Attitudes toward work are shaped by our rela-
tions to production, i.e. class. Class is a pro-
duct of hierarchic divisions of labor (including
forms other than wage labor). There are three
basic relations which can produce aati-work atti-
tudes. The working class expresses its anti-work
attitude as a rebellion against routinised labor.
For the middle class, the anti-work attitude comes
out of the ideology of eonsumer society and re-
volyes around leisure. The stereotype of the trlazy
nativerr or rrphysically weak womanil is a third

I anti-work attitude which is applied to those who
are excluded from wage labor.

The dream of automation (i.e. no work) re-
linforces class prejudice. The middle class is the
one that has the dream since it seeks to expand
its leisure-oriented activities. To the working
class, automation means. a loss of their job -
preoccupation with unemployment which is the
opposite of leisure. For the excluded, automation
doesnrt mean anything because it wiU not be app-
lied to their forms of work.

The automation of the working class has become
the ideology of post-scarcity radicals - from the
anarchists at Anarchos to SDSrs neu working
class. Technoi@hange has rescued them
from the dilemma of a class analysis they were
never able to make. With the elimination of class
struggle by automation (the automation of the work-
ing class) the radicals have become advocates of
leisure society and touristic lifestyles.

This anti-work attitude leads to a utopian out-
Iook and removes us from the realm of history.
It prevents the construction of collectivity and

self-activity. The issue of how to transform work
into self-ac.tivity is central to the elimination of
class and the reorganisation of society.

Self-activity is the reconstruction of the con-
sciousness (wholeness) of oners individual life
activity. The collective is what makes the reeon-
struction possible because it defines individuality
not as a private experience but as a social rela-
tion. What is important to see is that work is the
creating of conscious activity within the structure
of the collective.

One of the best ways to discover and correct
anti-work attitudes is through self-criticism.
This provides an objective framework which allows
people.the space to be criticised and be critical;
Self-criticism is the opposite of self-conscious-
ness because its aim is not to isolate you but to
free repressed abilities. Self-criticism is a
method for dealing with piggish behavior and de-
veloping consciousness.

To root out the society within us and to redefine
our work relations a collective must develop a
sense of its own history. One of the hardest
things to do is to see the closest relations - those
within the collective - in political terms. The
tendency is to be sloppy, or what Mao calls rrlib-
eral, rr about relations between friends. Rules can
rro longer be the framework of discipline. It must
be based, on political understanding. One of the
functions of analysis is that it be applied intern-
aIIy.

Preparation is another part of the process which
creates continuity between meetings and insures
that our own thinking does not become a part-
time activity. It also combats the tendency to talk
off the top of oners head and to pick ideas out of
the air. l{henever meetings tend to be abstract
and random it means the ideas put forward are
not connected by thought (i.e. anatysis). There is
seldom serious investigation behind what is being
said.

What does it mean to prepare for a meeting? It
means not coming empty-handed or empty-headed.
Mao says, ItNo investigation, no right to speak.r!
Assuming a group has decided what it wants to do,
the first step is for everyone to investigate. This
means taking the time to actually look into the
matter, sort out the relevg,nt materials and be able
to make them accessible to eYeryone in the collec-
tive. The motive underlying all preparation should
be the construction of a coherent anelysis. rtrile

must substitute the sweat of self-criticisrn for the
tears of crocodiles, I' according to a new Chinese
proverb,

1O: struggle on many levels
Struggle has many faces. But no two taces look

a1ike. Like the cubists, we must look at things



the stagnatibn of our minds and a crude romanti-
cism in political culture. Those who turn up their
noses at ads think in a language that is decrepit.
Using the ad technique transforms the person who
does it. It makes writing a pleasure for anyone
because it strives for orality in print.

What we mean by the use of the ad technique is
to physically use it. Most of the time rve are un-
conscious of ads and, if we do become conscious,
we still dontt act upon them - donrt subvert them.
Ads are based on repetition. If you affect one of
them, you affect them all. Know the environment
of the ad. The most effective way to subvert an
ad is to make the contradiction in it visible.
Advertise it. The vulnerability of ads lies in the
possibility of turning them against the exploiters.

Jerry Rubin says you should use the media all
the time. At least he goes aII the way. This is
better than the toe-dipping approach that seems
so common these days. Of course, there are
groups that say donrt use it at aII and they dontt.
They will probably outlast Jerry since the basic
technique of mass media is*oyerexposure. That is
why Jerry has already written his memoirs. The
Situationists say: rrThe revolt is contained by
overexposure. We are given it to contemplate so
that we shall forget to participate.tl

We are not talking about the packag"ing of poli-
tics. @9]99 is the !!rylgg of the Left.. on the
other hand, the underground press is pornograph-
ic and redundant. Newsreelts projector is run-
ning backwards. And why in the era of Cosmo-
politan magazine must we suffer the stodginess of
a Leviathan? We much prefer reading Fortune -
the magazine for trthe men in charge of changerr -
for our analysis of capitalism.

There is no getting around it - we need new
formats, entirely new.formats. Otherwise we will
never sharpen our rvits. To break out of the spell
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of print requires a conscious effort to think a new
language. lffe should no longer be immobilised by
other peoplers words. Donrt wait for the news to
teII you whatts happening. M,ake your own head-
lines with Letraset. Cut up your favorite maga-
zine and put it back together again. Cut big words
in half and make little words out of them - like
ENVIRON MENTAL CRISIS. AII you need is a
good pair of seissors and rubber cement. Abuse
the enemyr's images. Make comic strips out of
great art. Dorfrt let anything interfere with your
pleasure.

Donrt read any more books - at least not
straight through. As G.B. Kay from Blackpool
once said (quoting somebody else), I'Reading rots
the mind. trPamphlets are so much more fun. Read
randomly, write on the margins and go back to
comics. You might, try the Silver Surfer for a
start.

9: self-activitv

-

Bad work habits and sloppy behavior undermine
any attempt to cotrstruct collectivity. Casual,
sloppy behavior means that we donrt care deeply
about what we are doing or who we are doing it
with. This may come as a surprise to a lot of
people. The fact rernains: we talk ?evolution but
act reactionary at elementary levels.

There are two basic things underlying these
unfortunate circumstances: 1) peoplet s idea of how
something (like revolution) will happen shapes
their work habits; 2) their class background givep
them a casual view of politics.

There is no doubt that the Pepsi generation is
more politically alive. But this new energy is
being channelled by orga.nisers into boring meet-
ings which reproduce the Lrierarchy of class so-
ciety. After a while, critical thinking is eroded
and people lose their curiosity. Meetings become
a routine like everything else in life.

A lot of problems which collective will have
can be traced to the work habits acquired in the
{mass) movement. Peopte perpetuate the passive
roles they have become accustomed to in large
meetings. The emphasis on mass participation
means that aII you have to do is show up. Rarely
do people prepare themselves for a meeting, nor
do they feel the need to. Often this situation does
not become evident precisely because the few
people who do work (those who run the meeting)
create the illusion of g?oup achievement.

Because people see themselves essentiaily as
objects and not as subiects, political activity is
defined as an event outside them and in the future.
No one sees themselves making the revolution and,
therefore, th@-n-t t rrnderstand how it wiII be
accomplished.

3fi$rur*rrx
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from many sides. The problern is to find w.ays or
creating space for ourselves. The tendency now
is toward a two-sidedness which is embedded in
every aspect of oUr lives. Our language poses
questions by making us choose between opposites.
The imperialist creates the anti-imperialist.
Before 'rcooll there was hot and cold. rrCoolr was
the first attempt to break out of the two-sidedness.
Two-sidedness always minimizes the dimensions
of struggle by narrowly defining the situation.
We end up with a one-dimensional view of the
enemy and of ourselves.

Learn to be shrewd. Our first impulse is always
to define g! position. Why do we feel the need to
tell them.? We create space by not appearing to be
u,hat we really are.

Shreudness is not simply a defensive tactic.
The essence of shrewdness is learning to take

'advantage of the enemyrs weaknesses. Otherwise
you can never win. The rule is: be honest amo[g
yourselves, but deceive the enemy.

The fear of cooptation often leads people to
shun the challenge of the corporate liberals. Some
of the purest revolutionaries prefer not to think
about using the coopter for their own purposes.
Too often the mentality of the rrjobrr obscures the
potential for subversion.

The existence of corporate Iiberalism demands
that we not be sloppy in our own thinking and re-
sponse. The strength of its position is that it
forces us to acknowledge our own weaknesses -
even before we engage in struggle against it. The
worst mistake is to pretend that this enemy does
not exist.

Urban struggle requires a subversive strategy.
Concretely, workingttwithin the systemtr should
become for us a source of money, information and
anonymity. This is what Mao means when he says,
rrMove at night.rr The routine of daily life is night-
time for the enemy - when they cannot see us. The
process of cooptation should become an increasing-
Iy disquieting exercise for them.

t wANf-{o

There are at least three \\ays of dealing with a
situation. You can neutralize, actiyate or destroy.
Neutralize is to create space. Activate is to gain
support. Destroy is to win. Whatrs more, it is
essential to learn to use all three simultaneously.

Struggle on many levels begins with the activa-
tion of all the senses. We must be able to conceive
of moreJlan one mode of acting for a given situ-
ation. The response, i.e. method of struggle,
should contain three elements: 1) a means of sur-
vival; 2) a method of exploiting splits within the
enemy camp; 3) an underground strategy.

The fundamental tendency of corporate liberal-
ism is to identify with social change while trying
to contain it. Wouldnrt it be ironic (and even a
relief) if we could turn the threat of cooptation
into a means of survival?

Exploiting splits uithin the enemy camp does not
mean helping one segment defeat another. The
basic aim is to maintain the splits. There are sig-
nificant differences among the oppressors. These
have the effect of weakening them. Under certain
circumstances these splits may provide a margin
of manoeuvrability which may be strategic to us.
The main thing is not to view the enemy monolith-
ically. Monolithic thinking condemns you to one
way of acting.

There is a tendency to see the most degenerate
forms of reaction as the primary enemy. The cor-
porations are consciously pandering to such ideas
through films like Easy Rider which also attempts
to identify with young males. The function of anal-
ysis is to break down and specify the different
forces within the enemy camp.



The spaces created by these splits are of crucial
importance to the preparation of a long range
strateg"y. It will be.increasingly difficult to sur-
vive with the visibility that we are accustomed to.
The lifestyles which declare our opposition are
also the ones which make us easy targets. We must
not mistake the level of appearances for new cul-
tures. The whole point is not to make a fetish of
our lifestyles. In the psychedelic atmosphe.re of
repression, square is cool.

Always keep part of your strategy underground.
Just as analysis helps to differentiate the enemy
so it should provide you with different levels of
attack. Mao says: rrFlexibility is a concrete ex-
pression of initiative. It

Going unde.rground should not mean dropping
heroically out of sight. There will be few places
to hide in the electronic environment of the future.
-$he most dangerous kind of underground will be
)ne that is like an iceberg. The roles created to

replace our identities in everyday life must be-
come the disguise of the underground'.

An underground strategy puts the impulse of
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confrontation into perspective. \{e must fight
against the planned obsolescence of confrontations
which lock us into the time-span of instanl revo-
Iution. Going underground means having a long
range strategy - something which plans for 1985.
The iceberg strategy keeps us cool. It trains us
to control our reflexes and to calculate our res-
ponses.

The underground strategy is also necessary to
maintain autonomy. Autonomy preserves the org-
anisational form of the collective which is critical
to the sharpening of its politics. Nothing will be
achieved by submerging ourselves in a chaos of
revolutionary fronts. The principal strategy of
the counterfeit Left will be to smear over the dif-
ferences with appeals to a class unity that no
longer exists. An underground strategy without a
revolutionary form of organisation can only em-
erge as a new class society. To destroy the sys-
tem of oppression is not enough. We must create
the organisation of a free society. When the
underground emerges, the collectives wiII be that
society.
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The author wishes to patnt out that the subjects
&tsauseed, in this atticle are putely theoretieal
q1d haue no yeTatLonship uhatsoeoer to politt,caT,
intuntLons uithin the Ilnitud Ringdom. There is
no intention to inaite orybody to eomrit, or to
conspire to coronLt iLLegaL aeta, o? Xegal acts
by iLLegaL me6ns,

COU N TII I3. SIIBIT II BSION
It is impossible to discuss urban guerrilla

warfare without considering the attitudes, tech-
niques and abilities of those who seek to contain
it.

Urban guerrilla warfare has little or nothing
to do with traditional warfare in that, although
wars are waged for political reasons, the act of
waging war, the military action, is not normally
carried through on a political level but on a tech-
ni.cal level. Urban guerrilla actions, on the other
hand, are intensely political. A guerrilla force
operates within a community with the support,
active or not, of that community. Any force that
attempts to do otherwise is doomed to failure.
Every action has to be planned with the consider-
ations of the community in mind, every action is
propaganda.

The containment of subversion has a long and
interesting history based on the continuing in-
ability of the agents of the status quo to under-
stand the motivation and techniques of the
guerrilla. The stock military solution to armed
military subversion of the state has been massive
repression which results in the subversive
elements receiving even greater community sup-
port than they previously enjoyed.

Unfortunately for those who ernploy the tech-
niques of guerrilla warfare, a considerable
amount of effort is now being applied in the field
of military theory so as to arrive at effective
methods of counter-subversion. The latest dev-
elopment has been the focus of attention on the
writings of, and the actions directed by, Briga-
dier Frank Kitson of the British Army. In 1971
he produced a book called I Low Intensity
Operationsr which is a statement of his theories
of containment. His basis is that armed political
subversion of the state in the form of guemilla
warfare is the greatest threat to the security of
the state in the future. This is more important
than it may seem as in the past neither politicians

.nor soldiers were aware of this simple fact. He
goes on to suggest that the development of an
army (in this case, the British Army) should be
towards internal security duties, political
policing. Certainly within the British Army Kit-
sonts ideas are very radical as the tradition of
this army has been one of non-involvement in
politics, a non-awareness of the reasons for its
own existence and actions. The response to
.Kitsonrs book amongst the Left in Britain has'been, characteristically, one of premature para-
noia. The most constructive comment that Seven
Days coull manage was that they I hoped tfr;--
bastard rots. I

The school of military thinking that Kitson
represents believes that it has practicable meth_
ods of dealing with urban guerrillas. These
methods have been developed from experience in
dealing with rural guerrillas in Kenya (the Mau-
Mau) and Malaya (Malay-Chinese communists). In
both these situations the motivation of the guer-
rillas tended to be vague nationalism and this was
the main reason for their destruction. The basic
indirridual motivation of the guemilla. is of vital
importance. If, as Carlos Marighella, the Bra-
zilian guerrilla leader, said, political analysis
comes before military technique, the strenglh of
the guerrilla unit is greatly enhanced. The in-
dividual is active because of intense political
commitment and not through loyalty to a leader-
ship. Kitson and his exponents cannot under-
stand the resultant decentralism and impenetra-
bility of the guerilla organisation. The other
difference between a rural and ao urban situation
is that in a rural situation the fire-power of the
Army is fairly unlimited whereas in an urban
situation it is very restricted owing to the num-
ber of non-guerrilla personnel in the area of an
action, and the continuous presence of the media

The new techniques can be simplified into three
basic categories. These are:



1) Inteltigence. This is really a psychological
war against the individual. The urban guerrilla
is part of the community'and has a rcover.t wiih-
in the community. Once the individual is identi-
fied, her/she is ron the runr and the resultant
sense of insecurity leads to mistakes and death
or' capture. Information gained from informants
or prisoners is the basis, plus collated snippets
from observation etc. This is very effective
against a centralist organisation but virtually
useless against an efficient ceII structure where
no one individual has enough information to be a
danger to the whole organisation or eve[ a sig-
nificant part of it.

2) Kitsonts pet theory of tpseudo-gangs.r This
means soldiers or guerrillas who have been per-
suaded to change sides operating as counter-
terrorist groups. These groups can have several
functions. They can attempt to alienate the
guerrillas from their support by taking fake
actions designed to kill indiscriminately. It is
believed that an example of this was the McGurkrs
Bar bombing in Belfast, where several people
were killed by an rIRAr bomb that the British
Army suggested went off accidentally. The local
people (in the catholic New Lodge Road area) are
now convinced that the bomb was planted by the
British Army SAS. At that time, Brigadier Frank
Kitson was commanding the 39th Brigade in action
in Northern Ireland. Pseudo-gangs can also
operate inconspicuously in areas where normal
troops would immediately come under fire. They
ca4 be used for liquidation of known guerrillas
without the formalities of arrest and the result-
ant legalities. They can also operate as intelli-
gence sources through observation which it would
be impractical for normal Army units to under-
take.

3) Superiority. A conventional army is far
better trained in the rudiments of battle. It has
wastly superior equipment and weaponry. If an
urban guemilla unlt can be'drawn out into open
conflict, it can easily be contained and then des-
troyed. The army must concern itself with draw-
ing the guerrillas out. An example of this kind of
action could possibly be found in the actions of
the British Army paratroops in Londonderry
before, during and after the now infamous rBloody
Sundayr eyents. If this was a deliberate, pre-
planned operation then a description of its devel-
opment would start with the paras hiding in
derelict buildings and on their barricades until
the civil rights march approached and then as a
number of children threw stones at the barricades,
the paras were sent in on an rarrestl operation.
Of course the protesters ran away, so the soI-
diers, many fi-ing from the hip, fired raimedt
warning shots through the backs of some of the
demonstrators; they also shot several rgunment

none of whom had guns. At this point eniaged
IRA men should have opened fire, not realising
what they were doing because of the fury from
seeing their mothers, sisters, fathers, brothers
etc. brutally gunned down. If they had they would
have exposed themselves hopelessly and a large
number of them would have been captured or shot.
As it happened there were no armed guerrillas in
the viciniiy ind the Army and the ex-brigadier
who was brought in to impartially investigate the
deaths of thirteen people denied that there had
been any rplannedr operation at a1l.

Of these three techniques the only real threat
to urban guerrilla groupings comes from the
rpseudo-gangsr concept. The tsuperiorityr
method fails if the self-discipline of the guerrilla
is good. Also if an operation of this type fails,
the result is a number of deaths which are hard
to explain away and an increased hatred for any
of the agents of the state, which means additional
support for the subversive elements. The pseudo-
gang fails when it is exposed through counter-
intelligence by the guerrillas, their supporters
or sympathetic sections of the media. This is pre-
cisely what happened when a number of policemen
and militiamen in civilian clothes opened fire on a
peaceful demonstration in Mexico City early last
year. Some of them were identified by the re-
porters present and their action, which was
intended to confuse the ordinary people and turn
them against the left-wing students, failed.

There have been more successful examples of
this technique in other Latin American countries t
particularly Guatemala 

"

It.can be seen, then, that successful urban
guerrilla struggles depend on the politically aware
and committed individual, organising in small de-
centralised cells with good intelligence and propa-
ganda control and a firm, disciplined base within
the urban community. Such a force is uncontain-
able by any oppo-sition. Kitsonrs theories consist
of two broad tactical concepts. hhat the urban
guerrilla should be fought on guerrilla terms by
the use of propaganda and the confusion of counter
terrorisrh or that the'urban guerrilla should be
forced into entering into conventional military
engagements. The former is logically impossible
because the basis of good guerrilla action.is to
neyer engage the enemy on equal terms, to always
have the advantage, maintained by strong discip-
line and superior intelligence. The latter relies
for its success on bad orga.nisation and poor dis-
clpline, a state of affairs that should not arise
within a committed struggle.

- Emilio Henri
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